The geometric and magnetic structures of small Pt n clusters (n = 1 − 5) supported on a graphene layer have been investigated using ab initio density functional calculations including spin-orbit coupling. Pt-Pt interactions were found to be much stronger than the Pt-C interactions promoting the binding to the support. As a consequence, the equilibrium structure of the gas-phase clusters is preserved if they are deposited on graphene. However, the clusters bind to graphene only via at most two Pt-C bonds: A Pt 2 dumbbell prefers an upright position, the larger clusters are bound to graphene only via one edge of the planar cluster (Pt 3 and Pt 5 ) or via two terminal Pt atoms of a bent Pt 4 rhombus. Evidently, the strong buckling of the graphene layer induced by the Pt-C bonds prevents the formation of a larger number of cluster-support bonds. As the local spin and orbital magnetic moments are quenched on the Pt atoms forming Pt-C bonds, the magnetic structure of the supported clusters is much more inhomogeneous as in the gasphase. This leads to noncollinear magnetic structures and a strongly reduced magnetic anisotropy energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of modern magnetic information storage technologies has spurred intense research efforts aimed at improving our knowledge of magnetic nanostructures. In magnetic information storage devices, bits of information are stored in magnetically stable domains and a high magnetic anisotropy energy is required to prevent loss of information by a reversal of the magnetization direction stimulated by thermal excitations.
1, 2 Magnetic anisotropy arises from the coupling between the spin and orbital degrees of freedom and is hence a fundamentally relativistic effect. In nanostructures, both spin and orbital magnetic moments are enhanced over their values in the bulk, but this does not immediately lead to a high magnetic anisotropy energy which requires in addition a strong spin-orbit coupling. High magnetic moments are found in the ferromagnetic 3d-metals where the spin-orbit coupling is weak. Therefore, the quest for a high magnetic anisotropy has been focused on nanostructures of the 3d-metals supported on the surfaces of the nonmagnetic heavy 4d-or 5d-metal. The combination of the high magnetic moments of the 3d-atoms and the strong spin-orbit coupling in the substrate favors a high magnetic anisotropy. [3] [4] [5] [6] Very recently, it has been pointed out that in nanostructures 5d-atoms (which are nonmagnetic in the bulk) acquire an intrinsic magnetic moment and, combined with the strong spin-orbit coupling characteristic for these heavy atoms, this can lead to a very high magnetic anisotropy energy. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] However, the strong relativistic effects are not restricted to the formation of large orbital moments and of a high magnetic anisotropy: (i) It has been demonstrated that spin-orbit a) Electronic mail: juergen.hafner@univie.ac.at. coupling (SOC) also influences the structural stability. For Au and Pt clusters it has been shown that SOC leads to a preference of two-dimensional planar over three-dimensional structures. [12] [13] [14] (ii) In contrast to nanostructures formed by 3d-metals, where the anisotropy of the spin magnetic moments is often very small, and where the magnetic anisotropy energy can be calculated reasonably well within low-order perturbation theory [15] [16] [17] (being proportional to the anisotropy of the orbital moments and to the strength of the SOC); in the 5d nanostructures, a change in the magnetization direction can completely change the magnetic state. For freestanding Pt monowires, it has been shown that the wire has large spin and orbital moments if magnetized parallel to the axis of the wire, but is nonmagnetic if the magnetization is perpendicular to the wire. 7, 9 In this case the "colossal magnetic anisotropy energy" is in fact a de-magnetization energy. Similarly, for small Pt clusters it has been demonstrated that a change of the magnetization direction can lead to a transition between high-and low-moment states. [10] [11] [12] In a Pt 5 cluster, the magnetic moments are ferromagnetically aligned in the ground state, but the first excited magnetic state (which represents also the saddle-point configuration for magnetization reversal) has antiferromagnetic character.
However, it must be admitted that the results available so far are not of immediate practical relevance, since they have been derived for freestanding monowires and clusters. Smogunov et al. 9 have briefly considered the effect of the substrate, but only for a wire extending along the edge of a step on a jellium surface. A strong interaction between the nanostructure and support will lead to a strong quenching of the orbital moment and hence to an at least partial loss of their intriguing magnetic properties. A possible choice of a weakly reactive substrate of timely scientific interest is graphene.
Since freestanding graphene layers have first been produced in 2004, 18 this material has been studied extensively due to its unique electronic, magnetic, and mechanical properties. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Apart from the unusual properties of the graphene-sheet alone, the presence of nanoparticles (clusters) on graphene may lead to further applications in catalysis 24, 25 and in ultimately miniaturized magnetic devices. 26, 27 While the formation of small metallic clusters on metalsupported graphene has been studied quite extensively (see, e.g., Ref. 29 and further references cited therein), the properties of nanostructures on a freestanding graphene layer have received less attention. Recently, individual platinum and gold adatoms have been monitored in real time at high temperature using a high-resolution transmission electron microscope. 30 The diffusion of metal atoms and a tendency of clustering were observed. However, at the high temperature applied in the experiment, the clusters are not stable. The activation energy for the in-plane migration of both Au and Pt atoms in graphene is found to be around 2.5 eV, indicating covalent bonding between metal and carbon atoms. Theoretically, the adsorption of alkali, noble, and transition metals on graphene has been studied from first principles using spindensity functional theory. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Yazyev and Pasquarello 36 studied trends in the binding energies and adsorption sites of isolated adatoms on graphene through a series of simple and transition-metal atoms. Most of these studies have concentrated on the structural and electronic properties of the adsorbate-graphene system, and whenever magnetism come into a play, it has been considered on a scalar-relativistic level only. To the best of our knowledge, to date only VoVan et al. 27 have addressed the problem of magnetism in nanostructures on graphene using relativistic DFT calculations. They performed a combined experimental and theoretical study of the growth and the magnetic properties of a flat, epitaxial ultrathin cobalt film on graphene, demonstrating the role of the Co/graphene interface in sustaining a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in this system.
For Pt-clusters, scalar-relativistic investigations by Dai et al. 26 found a preference for linear and tetrahedral structures for three-and four-atom clusters adsorbed on graphene, while Okazaki-Maeda et al. 25 reported for Pt 3 the formation of a triangular configuration. For the tetrahedral Pt 4 cluster, Dai et al. 26 reported a strong modification of the electronic structure of the graphene layer, such that the C-atoms exhibit a net magnetization. The adsorption of Pd n cluster with n = 1 − 5 on graphene has been studied by Cabria et al. 28 For dimer and trimer planar structures, with the Pd atoms bound to C-C bridge sites, were predicted, while for tetramer and pentamer three-dimensional configurations were found to be lower in energy. The electronic structure calculations of Uchoa et al. 33 for Pd-coated graphene have shown that the hybridization of the graphene p z orbital with the localized d orbitals of the adlayer may induce itinerant magnetism in the graphene layer. On the basis of the comparison of the surface free energies of graphene and platinum, Zhou et al. 29 suggested that because of the substantially lower surface energy of graphene the adsorbed metal should form three-dimensional clusters at room and higher temperatures. From the experimental results, however, it appears that first a two-dimensional seed is formed, and the conversion to three-dimensional structures occurs only if the cohesive energy of the cluster exceeds the dissociative energy of the Pt-C bond.
The present work was devoted to a systematic investigation, using ab initio spin-density functional calculations including spin-orbit coupling, of the magneto-structural properties of Pt n -clusters, with n ≤ 5, supported on graphene. The comparison with the gas-phase Pt n clusters studied in our previous work 12 should lead to an improved understanding of the role of the support in determining the geometric and magnetic structures of the clusters, including their magnetic anisotropy.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The electronic structure calculations and structural optimizations reported here are based on DFT as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package VASP. 37, 38 VASP performs an iterative solution of the Kohn-Sham equations within a plane-wave basis and using periodic boundary conditions. The basis set contained plane waves with a maximum kinetic energy of 500 eV. For electronic exchange and correlation effects, the semilocal PW91 functional 39 in the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) and the spininterpolation proposed by Vosko et al. 40 were used. The use of the GGA is essential for magnetic systems 41 and, in particular, for Pt-clusters. 42 The electron-ion interactions were treated in the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) formalism. 38, 43 The PAW approach produces the exact all-electron potentials and charge densities and hence avoids the need to use elaborate nonlinear core-corrections, which is particularly important for magnetic elements. The PAW potentials have been derived from fully relativistic calculations of the atomic or ionic reference calculations.
Spin-orbit coupling has been implemented in VASP by Kresse and Lebacq, 44 following the approach of Kleinman and Bylander 45 and MacDonald et al. 46 The relativistic Hamiltonian containing all relativistic corrections up to order α 2 (where α is the fine-structure constant) is recast in the form of 2 × 2 matrices in spin-space by re-expressing the eigenstates of the total angular momentum in terms of a tensor product of regular angular momentum eigenstates | l, m and the eigenstates of the z-component of the Pauli spin matrices. The relativistic effective potential consists of a term diagonal in spin-space which contains the mass-velocity and Darwin corrections. The nondiagonal contributions in spinspace arise from the spin-orbit coupling, but also from the exchange-correlation potential when the system under consideration displays a noncollinear magnetization density. Calculations including spin-orbit coupling have therefore to be performed in the noncollinear mode implemented in VASP by Hobbs et al. 47 and Marsman and Hafner. 48 The graphene-sheet was represented by a periodically repeated unit cell containing 96-atoms, with a distance of 20 Å between neighboring layers, such that the interaction between the repeated images is negligible. The Brillouin zone was sampled using 3 × 3 × 1 -centered k-point mesh and a Gaussian smearing of 0.05 eV. To explore the influence of lateral interactions between the adsorbed nanostructures, for a single adatom and for a Pt dimer calculations have also been performed using a smaller model with only 48 C atoms per cell. For the smaller cell, the number of k-points has been doubled to maintain the same density of sampling points in reciprocal space. An adsorbate was placed on one side of the graphene sheet and the whole system was relaxed without any symmetry constraints until the forces on all atoms were less than 25 meV/Å. Simultaneously, the electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom were relaxed until the change in total energy between successive iteration steps was smaller than 10 −7 eV. The calculations were performed in two steps. First a scalar-relativistic calculation has been performed. The geometry has been optimized by a static relaxation using a quasiNewton method, starting from different initial locations and configurations of the Pt-adatoms. In the second step, the configurations resulting from the scalar-relativistic calculations were used to initialize the calculations including spin-orbit coupling, allowing only for the relaxation of electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom. To control the effect of the SOC on the structure of supported clusters in some cases, we initialized the calculations from scratch, allowing for a simultaneous relaxation of geometric, electronic, and magnetic degrees of freedom.
To determine the magnetic anisotropy for each cluster on graphene, a set of self-consistent calculations with different initial orientations of the magnetic moments was performed. The magnetic anisotropy energy was calculated as the difference in the total energies calculated for the easy and hard magnetic axes.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The adsorption energy per Pt-atom for a Pt n -cluster on graphene is calculated as the total energy of the Pt n -graphene complex, E Pt n −graph , minus the energy of the clean graphene layer, E graph , and the total ground-state energy of the Pt n cluster in the gas-phase, E Pt n (taken from our previous work 12 ),
The energy defined by Eq.
(1) measures the interaction energy of Pt-clusters of a certain size and shape with the graphene sheet. E int ad consists of a negative contribution from the energy gained by forming cluster-substrate bonds, and positive contributions from the elastic distortions of both cluster and graphene and (for different structural isomers realized in the adsorbate and in the gas-phase) from the structural energy difference.
The binding between the Pt atoms in the cluster is measured by the cohesive energy of the adsorption complex,
where E Pt stands for the total energy of an isolated Pt-atom. The relaxed C-C distance in a clean graphene layer is 1.414 Å, in very good agreement with the experimental value. For the adsorbate-graphene complex, the lattice constants of the computational supercell have been fixed at their equilib-TABLE I. Adsorption energy, E ad , height of the Pt-adatom above the graphene-sheet, z, Pt-C bond length, d, and buckling amplitude of the Clayer, b, calculated for the Pt-adatom adsorbed in different sites. Values in parentheses refer to the higher surface coverage, cf. text. rium values for clean graphene, but the coordinates of all C and Pt atoms have been relaxed without any symmetry constraint. For the isolated Pt adatom, we have determined the equilibrium adsorption site. For the dimer and the larger clusters, the initial configuration has been chosen such as to reconcile as far as possible the structure of the gas-phase cluster with energetically favorable positions of all cluster atoms on the graphene layer. This starting structure has been relaxed without symmetry constraints.
A. Pt-adatoms: Adsorption energies and sites
A single Pt atom has been placed into an on-top (ot), bridge (br) or six-fold hollow (6h) position of the graphene layer, using either a 48-or 96-atom supercell. The results are summarized in Table I . In agreement with recent ab initio calculations 32 the bridge site is found to be energetically most favorable, followed by the on-top and hollow positions. The adsorption energy of about −1.5 eV calculated at the lower coverage reflects the formation of a weak covalent bond between the p z orbitals of the two neighboring C atoms and the d xz orbitals of the Pt atom (assuming a C-C bond parallel to the x-direction). The adsorption energy on top of a C atom is lower by only 0.18 eV, while the hollow site is strongly disfavored. The Pt atom is located 1.98 Å above the graphene layer, at a distance of 2.11 Å from both C atoms. Comparing the three adsorption sites, we find that the C-Pt distance increases with the coordination of the Pt atom, from the ot over the br to the 6h site. The adsorption of the Pt atoms causes a buckling of the graphene layer which is largest for bridge-adsorbed atoms with an amplitude of 0.29 Å-the C atoms binding the adsorbate moving outward. No magnetic moments have been found on the Pt-adatom in any of the adsorption sites.
The modest difference between the adsorption energies in ot and br sites shows that Pt atoms on graphene are rather mobile, diffusion along the network of the C-C bonds requires an activation energy of only 0.18 eV.
For the isolated Pt adatom, we have also studied adsorption using a small cell with 48 C atoms (corresponding to a coverage of about 2 pct.). The slight increase of the adsorption energy by -0.07 eV/atom reflects a modest attractive interaction, the height of the adatom remains unchanged, but the buckling induced in the graphene layer is increased.
Our adsorption geometry and energy and for the activation energy for diffusion of a Pt atom on graphene is in good agreement with the results of Yazyev and Pasquarello, 36 calculated using ultrasoft pseudpotentials at a higher J. Chem. Phys. 134, 154705 (2011) coverage (3 × 3 supercell). These authors also examined trends across the transition-metal series. Adsorption in a hollow was found to be favored for most metals, with the exception of Ir, Pd, and Pt where the bridge site is favored. Dai et al. 26 also found bridge adsorption to be favored. For Pd atoms, Chan et al. 34 also found the bridge position to be favored, with an even lower activation energy for diffusion. Cabria et al. 28 also found bridge-adsorbed Pd atoms, with an adsorption energy of only -1.04 eV/atom. The weaker binding of Pd compared to Pt is also in good agreement with the trend reported by Yazyev and Pasquarello. 36 
B. Pt-dimer
Scalar-relativistic calculations predict for a Pt-dimer in the gas-phase a bond-length of 2.35 Å and a magnetic moment of 2 μ B . If SOC is taken into account, the ground state is a high-moment state with a total magnetic moment of 4.5 μ B oriented along the dimer axis. For perpendicular magnetization, the moment decreases to 2 μ B , the magnetic anisotropy energy is 23.1 meV/atom. 12 On graphene, the distance between two bridge sites across a hollow is 2.44 Å. This suggests that a Pt-dimer could be anchored to graphene via two bridge sites. In addition, we have also examined an upright adsorption configuration, see Fig. 1 . If the relaxation is started from the configuration parallel to the graphene sheet, Pt 2 rotates from the br-br configuration to a ot-ot configuration, with the Pt atoms displaced slightly from the ot positions (which are 2.83 Å apart) toward the hollows to avoid a too large stretching of the Pt-Pt bond. In the relaxed configuration, the dimer bond length is 2.46 Å, the dimer is nonmagnetic (see Table II ). An upright Pt-dimer is lower in energy by about 0.39 eV. In the relaxed configuration, the dimer axis is tilted by 11
• with respect to the surface normal, the center of gravity shifted by 0.115 Å from br. The bond length of 2.38 Å is only slightly longer than in the gas phase. The upright dimer is magnetic with a total spin moment of about 1.5 μ B . The reduction of the magnetic moment relative to the gas phase is almost entirely due to the interaction with the support, the local magnetic moments are 0.9 μ B on the upper and 0.55 μ B on the lower Pt atom of the dimer.
To investigate the influence of lateral interactions between dimers, we have repeated the calculations for the upright dimer also for a cell with 48 C atoms, i.e., with twice as large coverage of Pt. At this increased coverage the adsorption energy is reduced by 62 meV/Pt-atom, the distance of the lower Pt-atom from the graphene layer is increased from 2.11 to 2.26 Å, the adsorbate-induced buckling of the substrate is also reduced from 0.23 to 0.14 Å. The repulsive interactions also lead to an exactly upright position of the dimer. The magnetic moments remain unchanged.
The analysis of the energetics shows that the binding of the Pt 2 dimer to graphene is weak, whereas the binding between the Pt atoms forming the dimer is larger than in the gas-phase dimer. The adsorption energy per Pt-atom is higher for the dimer than for the isolated ad-atoms, hence dimerization is predicted to be energetically favored, in agreement with observations by scanning tunneling microscopy 29 and field emission microscopy. 30 Pt 2 dimers on graphene were also studied by Dai et al., 26 but only flat adsorption structures have been considered. Dai et al. also reported much higher adsorption energies for adatoms and clusters, although they claimed to have used the same code. Their results disagree not only with ours, but also with those of other authors. For Pd dimers on graphene, binding to bridge sites was reported, 28 with a flat, nonmagnetic adsorption configuration being lower in energy by 0.3 eV/atom than an upright dimer. The adsorption energy of Pd 2 of only -1.28 eV/Pd-atom was much lower than the value we find for Pt 2 . For Au dimers, an upright adsorption configuration has been predicted. 49 Mixed Pt-Au dimers have been studied by Aktürk and Tomak. 50 It was found that even when the relaxation was started with a flat dimer and atoms located at on-top sites, the final configuration was an upright dimer with the Pt atom in a bridge position. Calculations including SOC have been performed for the ground-state configuration and with different initial orientations of the magnetic moments, aligned with the dimer axis and hence almost perpendicular to the graphene-layer and perpendicular to the dimer and parallel to the graphene sheet. Figure 2 shows the magnetic GS at the lower coverage.
The easy magnetization direction is oriented along the dimer axis, the total magnetic moment of μ J ∼ 2μ B is increased compared to the spin moment of 1.5 μ B from scalar relativistic calculations. The local spin and orbital moments are slightly noncollinear, both are much lower on the Pt atoms binding to graphene. If the magnetization direction is initialized in a direction parallel to the graphene-layer or perpendicular to the Pt-dimer the calculations converge to a nonmagnetic state. The energy for this magnetic to nonmagnetic transition amounts to 10.03 meV/Pt-atom.
The same calculation for higher coverage leads to a a slightly different scenario. The easy magnetization axis is again the dimer axis, the total magnetic moment is M J ∼ 3μ B . If the magnetization is perpendicular (and parallel to the graphene sheet), the total magnetic moment is only μ J ∼ 1.1μ B . For both the easy and the hard magnetic axis, spin and orbital moments are collinear, both the local orbital moments are antiparallel for hard-axis magnetization [see Figs. 3(a)-3(d) ]. The MAE of 11.6 meV/Pt-atom is only slightly higher than at lower Pt-coverage. For a rotation of the magnetization in a plane parallel to the graphene support, we calculate an in-plane MAE of 5.33 meV [see also Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)]. The formation of higher spin and orbital moments at increased coverage is due to a larger distance from and a weaker binding to the substrate.
Relativistic calculations performed for a Pt-dimer parallel to the graphene sheet yield a nonmagnetic solution that is by 577 meV above the GS (tilted magnetic configuration).
Compared to the gas-phase dimer, the MAE is reduced by more than a factor of 2, corresponding to a reduced anisotropy of both spin and orbital moments 51 considered as model structures for the adsorption of dimers on graphene. Upright adsorption modes with the dimer located in the center of the benzene ring were found to be preferred. The spin and orbital magnetic moments on the atom binding to benzene are strongly quenched, while the upper atom carries large moments. Huge MAE's ranging between 51 meV (Co 2 ) and 104 meV (Ir 2 ) per dimer, with the easy axis perpendicular to the benzene plane, were reported for Co 2 , Ru 2 , and Ir 2 dimers. The large MAE is related to a modest anisotropy of the spin and a huge anisotropy of the orbital moments on the magnetic atom. An even larger MAE of 248 meV/dimer was calculated for a mixed CoIr dimer were the Co atom provides a strong bonding to the molecule and induces a large moment on the Ir atom, while the Ir confers a strong SOC to the system. 52 For the mixed dimer also the binding to a graphene support, with the Co atom in the hollow position, was considered. This system shows an only slightly reduced MAE of 198 meV/dimer and anisotropic spin and orbital moments on both atoms.
C. Pt-trimer
For a Pt 3 trimer in the gas-phase, scalar relativistic calculations predict a structure forming a equilateral triangle with interatomic distances of 2.49 Å and a magnetic moment of 2 μ B . SOC favors a small Jahn-Teller distortion with bond-lengths of 2.50 and 2.51 Å, the total magnetic moment is μ J = 2.5μ B with an in-plane easy axis. Perpendicular magnetization is disfavored by an MAE of 5 meV/atom. A linear Pt 3 cluster has a ground-state energy higher by 0.185 eV/atom.
For Pt 3 supported on graphene, we have considered two flat triangular starting configurations with all three Pt atoms in bridge sites, with Pt-Pt distances of 2.45 and 2.12 Å, respectively (see Fig. 4 ), and two linear configurations with Pt atoms in bridge sites and with the same interatomic distance (see Fig. 5 ). Upon relaxation all four starting geome- The former configuration is magnetic with a spin moment of 0.5 μ B , the latter is nonmagnetic and higher in energy by 0.18 eV/cluster. The energy difference arises primarily from a weak cluster-substrate bonding (see Table II ).
Our result that a flat configuration of a Pt 3 triangle on graphene is unstable is in contrast to the results of Cabria et al. 28 for Pd 3 trimers. A flat, bridge-bonded, and weakly magnetic configuration was described as the equilibrium state. In a linear Pt 3 cluster, in the gas-phase, the interatomic distance is 2.36 Å. Hence for the Pt 3 chain the distance of 2.12 Å between two br sites is too small, the chain rotates on the graphene sheet such as to stretch across two adjacent hexagons, with Pt-Pt distances of 2.49 Å. This allows to place all three Pt atoms almost exactly into a br site without a too large compression of the Pt-Pt bond [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. The chain is slightly bent, its adsorption induces a strong buckling in the graphene layer. In this configuration, the Pt 3 cluster is nonmagnetic, such as the flat-lying dimer.
The starting configuration with the Pt atoms in br sites at larger distances of 2.45 Å is locally stable, only the terminal atoms are slightly displaced from the br sites such as to admit a larger Pt-Pt distance of 2.55 Å. Bending and substrate buckling are similar as for the first configuration [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. Both linear Pt 3 -graphene configurations are higher in energy by 1.1 to 1.5 eV than the ground state.
Relativistic calculations have been performed for all four Pt 3 /graphene configurations, with the magnetization initially oriented perpendicular to the graphene layer or parallel to it, but either perpendicular or parallel to the triangle or linear chain. Our aim is to explore the influence of the dimensionality of the cluster on its magnetic anisotropy.
For the stable triangular configuration with a Pt-Pt bond parallel to the graphene layer, the easy magnetic axis is parallel to the graphene, parallel to C-C bonds, but oblique to the triangular plane, see Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) . Inversion of the magnetization direction by 180
• , parallel to graphene leaves total energy and total magnetic moment unchanged. The total magnetic moment of μ J ∼ 1.1μ B is increased relative to the scalar-relativistic result, because SOC leads to a mixing of different spin states (the spin moment is increased to about 0.70 μ B ) and an orbital moment of about 0.4 μ B is added. For in-plane magnetization, the calculation converges to a noncollinear solution with almost the same total magnetic moment of about 1.1 μ B , see Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). The MAE calculated for these two magnetic solutions is 1.72 meV/atom. Spin moments are almost isotropic, but local orbital moments are changed by up to 0.09 μ B relative to the easy axis.
Surprisingly, the relativistic calculations applied to the flipped Pt-triangle [see panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 4 ] converge to a magnetic solution with a total magnetic moment varying between 0.74 and 1 μ B , depending on the direction of magnetization. The easy magnetization axis is perpendicular to the graphene layer, with local orbital moments canted relative to the spin and total moments [see Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)] and total spin and orbital moments of about 0.5 μ B each. The energy difference relative to the magnetic GS of the equilibrium geometry is increased to 222 meV.
A rotation of the magnetization within the plane of the Pttriangle to a direction parallel to the graphene does not yield a locally stable configuration. In the converged solution, the moments are canted away from both the Pt-triangle (such as to be aligned with C-C bonds in the graphene) and also from the graphene sheet [see Figs The rotation of the magnetization to a direction perpendicular to the Pt 3 plane but parallel to the C-layer [see Figs. 7(e) and 7(f)] costs an energy of 6.04 meV and lowers the total magnetic moment to 0.74μ B . The decrease is due almost entirely to a decrease of the orbital moment, while the spin moment remains unchanged with respect to the value calculated for the easy axis.
For the linear Pt 3 chain, calculations including SOC predict a higher spin-moment of μ S = 0.94μ B than for the triangle (reflecting the reduced dimension of the cluster), but a very similar orbital moment. The easy axis is parallel to the graphene layer an roughly perpendicular to the Pt 3 chain. The in-plane MAE is 3.2 meV (moments aligned with the chain), the perpendicular MAE is 5.5 meV.
D. Pt-tetramer
In the gas-phase, the equilibrium geometry of a Pt 4 tetramer is a flat rhombus which is stabilized by relativistic effects over a tetrahedral structure stable in the scalarrelativistic limit. If SOC is included, the magnetic ground state is collinear antiferromagnetic for the rhombus and noncollinear antiferromagnetic for the tetrahedron. 12 A linear Pt 4 cluster is 0.20 eV/atom higher in energy.
The bond-length in the relaxed Pt 4 rhombus is 2.53 Å; hence, a flat Pt 4 cluster with the four Pt atoms in br sites around a hexagonal hole at distances of 2.45 Å creates a structure under moderate compressive strain, see Fig. 8 . Relaxation leads to a structure were the rhombus is bent around the short diagonal. The atoms at both ends of the short diagonal are three-fold coordinated, they bind less strongly to the graphene substrate than the remaining two-fold coordinated Pt atoms and move to a distance 3.87 Å above the graphene layer. The long diagonal of the rhombus is contracted from 4.24 to 3.63 Å, such that the two Pt atoms are now much closer to on-top sites. The energy gain by adsorption is only modest, about 0.3 eV/Pt-atom. This structure is magnetic with a spin-moment of 1.5 μ B .
For a straight Pt 4 chain, there are again two possibilities with the Pt atoms in neighboring br sites at distances of 2.12 Å or in br sites separated by 2.45 Å across a hollow. The strain on the bonds in a linear Pt 4 -chain across a hollow is relaxed by moving the two central Pt atoms close to the on-top sites, resulting in the formation of a zig-zag chain which is higher in energy by about 1.5 eV/cluster. A linear chain with the Pt atoms at neighboring br sites undergoes only a modest relaxation, but this configurations is energetically even less favorable (see Table II ). Both Pt-chains are slightly bent and induce a strong buckling of the graphene layer, both are magnetic with a spin moment of 1 μ B .
For Pd 4 clusters, Cabria et al. 28 have compared the adsorption energies of a flat rhombus and a tetrahedron. The latter has been found to be lower in energy, but a distortion of the flat rhombus was apparently not permitted.
The calculations including SOC have been initialized with the magnetization pointing along z-axis (perpendicular both to the cluster and the graphene), along the Pt 4 edges, and in an oblique direction. Figure 9 shows the magnetic structure of the Pt-cluster obtained for the EA and hard magnetic axis (HA) of magnetization.
The EA is perpendicular to the graphene layer, but all local moments are slightly canted away from the surface-normal [see Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)]. Local spin moments are larger at the outer Pt atoms, while the local orbital moments are almost the same on all four sites. The HA is parallel to the graphene layer, aligned with the short diagonal of the cluster. In this configuration, both local spin and orbital moments are much larger on the outer Pt atoms. The total magnetic moment is enhanced relative to the scalar-relativistic spin-moment, because the mixing with low-spin states is overcompensated by the added orbital moment. The MAE is 0.65 meV/Pt-atom. Both spin and orbital moments are larger for the hard magnetization direction ( μ S = −0.07μ B , μ L = −0.08μ B , a negative value of the anisotropy of the moments corresponding to larger moments for hard-axis magnetization).
We have also briefly analyzed the magnetic properties of the straight Pt 4 chains. Because all Pt-atoms in the chain are bound to C atoms of the graphene layer, the total spin moment is lower than for the rhombus. The zig-zag chain was found to be magnetically isotropic, the straight chain has a perpendicular easy axis with an MAE of 1.4 meV for in-plane magnetization. SOC also leads to a further slight enhancement of the structural energy differences.
E. Pt-pentamer
Scalar relativistic calculations predict for a Pt 5 cluster a structure forming a trigonal bipyramid with a moment of 4 μ B . SOC favors a flat structure consists of a slightly distorted square plus an isocele triangle, the total magnetic moment is lowered to μ J = 3μ B , μ S = 1.7μ B , and μ L = 1.3μ B . The saddle point on the magnetic energy surface determining the barrier for magnetization reversal (and hence the MAE) belongs to an antiferromagnetic configuration. SOC also predicts a lower energy for a square pyramid with a high magnetic moment of μ J = 5.3μ B than for a trigonal bipyramid. 12 With relaxed interatomic distances ranging from 2.42 to 2.51 Å, the flat Pt 5 cluster fits rather well to the graphene layer with the Pt atoms located either on top of C atoms [panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 10 ] or at bridge sites [see panels (e) and (f) of Fig. 10 ]. The relaxation of these initial structures shows, however, that it is energetically unfavorable to former too many Pt-C bonds-in both relaxed configurations the cluster is attached to the graphene only via two, respectively only one bond. In the GS configuration, the Pt 5 is bound to two br sites of graphene via one edge of the triangle, the cluster remains almost flat, but rotates to an orientation almost perpendicular to graphene [see Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)]. Bond lengths are slightly elongated compared to the gas phase, the substrate is strongly buckled with an amplitude of 0.83 Å. The spin moment is 1.5 μ B , lower than the spin-moment of 2 μ B of the free cluster.
Starting from a configuration where the Pt atoms are bound to br sites leads to a relaxed structure where only one Pt atom is strongly bound to graphene while the remaining part of the cluster drifts away from the support, but remains parallel to the graphene layer [see Figs. 10(e) and 10(f)]. Pt-Pt distances are only slightly stretched, the buckling is less pronounced than in the GS geometry. This configuration has the same spin moment, but is higher in energy by about 0.5 eV.
Panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 10 present the structure derived from a square pyramid. As four atoms forming the basal plane cannot all bind to the substrate, relaxation leads to a transformation to a distorted triangular bipyramid which is attached to the graphene layer via weak bonding of three Pt atoms at ontop sites. Average bond lengths are slightly increased relative to the free cluster, the total magnetic moment of μ J = 1.5μ B is strongly reduced relative to that of the square pyramid (μ J = 5.3μ B ) or of the trigonal bipyramid (μ J = 3.9μ B ) in the gas phase. The total energy is higher by 268 meV than for the GS configuration. The higher energy is due almost entirely to the less favorable binding between the Pt atoms in the cluster, while the interaction with the substrate is almost the same for both configurations (see Table II ). In contrast, for Pd 5 a square pyramid, with the four Pd atoms forming the base bound to C-C bridge sites was found to be the ground state. 28 Calculations including SOC converged for the GS geometry to the noncollinear magnetic structure shown in Fig. 11 , with μ S = 1.01μ B and μ L = 0.65μ B . This configuration is energetically degenerate with a structure in which the directions of local spin and orbital moments have been reversed. The two configurations may be considered as right-and lefthanded versions of spiral structures turning around the point where the cluster is attached to the substrate.
For the flat Pt 5 cluster, we had identified a number of ferromagnetic high-and low-moment and also antiferromagnetic states, with energy differences comparable or even smaller than the magnetic anisotropy energies for a given magnetic state. For the supported Pt 5 cluster, we have also found a lowmoment isomer with μ J = 1.17μ B and a similar spirallike noncollinear structure which is only 23 meV higher in energy than the GS.
For the less stable configuration of a bent planar Pt 5 cluster adsorbed parallel to the support, the stable magnetic configuration is very similar to that of the flat gas-phase cluster. The local spin and orbital moments are aligned with the mirror plane of the geometric structure, a modest noncollinearity reflects the bent geometry. Again the total energy is invariant against a reversal of the direction of the local moments (see Fig. 12 ). Total spin and orbital moments are μ S = 1.7μ B and μ L = 1.2μ B , almost unchanged with respect to the gas-phase. SOC reduces the energy difference relative to the geometric and magnetic ground state to 407 meV.
For both configurations of a flat Pt 5 cluster supported on graphene calculations including SOC always converged to the same magnetic state, independent of the initial magnetic structure.
For the distorted trigonal bipyramid plus adatom, two stationary magnetic configurations, one with the total moment roughly perpendicular (this is the GS) and the second with the magnetization more or less parallel to the graphene layer could be determined, see Fig. 13 . In this case, SOC increases the energy difference relative to the geometric and magnetic GS to 345 meV. For perpendicular magnetization, the total moment is μ J = 1.57 μ B (μ S = 1.03 μ B , μ L = 0.5 μ B ), the local magnetic moments are canted relative to the surface normal such as to be almost parallel to the edges. Inversion of the direction of magnetization by 180
• leaves the magnetic moments and the total energy unchanged. The initialization of the calculation with the magnetic moments oriented parallel to the C-layer leads to a transition to a low-moment state with μ J = 1.04 μ B , which is 10 meV above the GS.
A gas-phase Pt 5 cluster with the structure of a trigonal bipyramid has an easy magnetization direction parallel to the central basal plane. As the distorted cluster is attached to the graphene layer via one of the triangular faces, this GS corresponds to out of plane magnetization. For the gas-phase cluster, the MAE is 4.3 meV/atom, with modest spin and orbital anisotropies of opposite sign. The larger MAE of the supported cluster is a consequence of the high-moment → lowmoment transition coupled to the rotation of the magnetization direction.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have performed first-principles investigations of the geometric and magnetic structures of small Pt clusters supported on graphene, including spin-orbit coupling. The calculations have been started with the two-dimensional equilibrium configurations of the gas-phase clusters deposited on the graphene layer such that without constraining the Pt-Pt bonds too much the atoms are located at favorable adsorption sites. In addition linear and three-dimensional clusters have been examined. The structures of the cluster-support complex have been optimized by static relaxation. The main results can be summarized as follows (see also on C-C bridge sites and a low activation energy for diffusion along the network of C-C bonds. Due to the relatively strong bonding the Pt atom is nonmagnetic. (ii) In Pt n clusters with two and more atoms, the structure of the gas-phase cluster is preserved, although distorted. The Pt-Pt bonding is much stronger than the bonding to graphene. For the upright Pt 2 dumbbell, the easy magnetic axis is aligned with the dimer axis. Rotation of the magnetization parallel to the graphene support is associated with a highmoment → low-moment transition at high, respectively a magnetic → nonmagnetic transition at low coverage, in close analogy to a gas-phase dimer and to a freestanding infinite monowire. For a triangular Pt 3 cluster on graphene, the magnetic configuration corresponding to the gas-phase cluster (in the plane of the triangle and perpendicular to graphene) represents no stationary solution. The easy axis is parallel to the graphene layer, but oblique to the Pt-triangle and parallel to C-C bonds. Rotation of the magnetization direction parallel to the support costs an MAE of 1.7 meV/atom, about one third of the MAE of the free cluster. A Pt 4 rhombus is bent about the short diagonal upon adsorption, the easy axis is perpendicular to the support, with a low MAE of 0.7 meV/atom for in-plane magnetization. For both Pt 3 and Pt 4 , we calculate small, but negative anisotropies of both spin and orbital moments (i.e., the moments are larger for hard-axis magnetization). The planar structure of the Pt 5 cluster is preserved upon adsorption, but bent. For the stable configuration, with the Pt-cluster perpendicular to the graphene, we find a noncollinear magnetic GS, for the less stable flat-lying configuration, we find a collinear GS very similar to that of the gas-phase cluster. The noncollinear magnetic structures are a consequence of the inhomogeneous magnetization of the clusters.
Our results for Pt n clusters on graphene are in interesting contrast to those for Pd n clusters reported by Cabria et al. 28 Free Pd n cluster are known to have a much lower binding energy than the corresponding Ni or Pt clusters because the formation of Pd-Pd bonds requires an opening of the closed d 10 shell of the Pd atom. Our present results demonstrate that not only the binding within the clusters is stronger for Pt, these clusters also bind more strongly to the graphene layer: for Pt n the interaction energy of the cluster with the support decreases from -0.47 eV/Pt-atom for the trimer to -0.16 eV/Pt-atom, while for Pd n it varies only between -0.19 and -0.12 eV/Pd-atom.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The structural and magnetic properties of small Pt clusters supported on graphene have been investigated using firstprinciples DFT methods as an example of strongly anisotropic magnetic nanostructures on a weakly interacting substrate. The calculations confirm that the binding within the clusters is much stronger than the binding to the substrate. As a consequence the structure of the gas-phase cluster is preserved also if they are deposited on graphene. In the stable configurations, the clusters bind to the support only via one or two Pt atoms whose magnetic moments are strongly quenched. Consequently, the magnetic structure of the supported clusters is rather inhomogeneous and even strongly noncollinear in triangular Pt 3 and flat Pt 5 clusters. Local spin and orbital moments and magnetic anisotropy energies are strongly reduced compared to the free clusters.
